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Ground broke for new building

The continuing sage of
Froot Lutz. See p. 10

State begins new
student loan program
By Deb Schultz
News Writer

PHOTO BY JASON DENNY

President Arcnd Lubbers breaks ground with honorees Peter C and Erruijean Cook, and Marvin and Jerene
P>e H in for the new Cook -PcW’ut Center, a multi-purpose ret ilal halt The Cook’s and DeWttt’s contributions
made the htill. who h scan 2 ^0 people. possible

The state of Michigan will
enact a new loan program
this month to help students
and families meet the costs
of a college education.
The program, called the
MI-LOAD, is made available
by the Michigan Education
Student Loan Authority.
“Students and parents,
mostly from the middle
income bracket, are having a
harder
time
financing
education. As federal forms
are excluding more and more
students from eligibility this
program serves as an option
parents and students may opt
for,” says Grand Valley’s
Director of Financial Aid,
Ken Fndsma.
With the MI -LOAN the
student is the borrower. In
order to borrow from the
state, however, [he student:
1. Must be accepted to a
Michigan degree
granting institution and

be making academic
progress there.
2. Must be considered
eligible by that school
based on educational
costs and the amount of
aid that the student has
already gotten.
3. Must be at least 18 years
old.
4.
Must be a U.S. citizen.
5. Must not be currendy in
default
on
any
educational loans and
6. Must pass a credit test.
A cosigner who has passed
a credit test will be necessary
if the student cannot pass Lhe
credit test on his/her own.
"The State of Michigan is
loaning money to people
who have good credit
therefore, it may be a bit
harder to obtain this loan,”
said Fridsma.
Based on credit worthiness
and tuition costs the MILOAN loan amount is
computed.
The minimum
See LOANS p 1

500 new parking spaces under construction
li\ Jennifer I.. \ \ igger
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The new parking
lot will till in the
north corner ol
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Drive
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Illegal parking
rem ains illegal
!!> Pam Thompson
News Arilei
I he Department ol Public
Saletx reminds students that the
limited parking situation on
campus is not iiistilieation lor
complete disregard ol parking
rules.
Pvcn though some ot the rules
aic not being fulls entorual
thev will lv enloaed to a icrtam
extent
According to M As ganl
Director ol Public Salets [x-oplc
have Ivcn allowed ti>park along
ih<- curb in I ots p,( i and H. ami
in the gtassx area ik-.ir ( Yd.it
Studio, without receiving a
ticket
Wxgant wains that
students are responsible t. i
cheeking the entire lot poor in
parking in these unenlorced
areas
"V»e are using to hi' as
aecoinnuxl.iting .is we ,an and I
think most students are too. but
some are exploiting the
See II I I (, \l p -
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coordinator loves her work
“Theater is what I enjoy ”
By Tom Scholten

News Writer

A s Grand V a lley ’s new program
coordinator for the music department, Jill
Hamilton enjoys the work she does with
the students and department
Although the title is a new one for
Hamilton, she is no rookie, since she has
been at Grand Valley for eight years.
W hile the title suggests she works only
with the music department, she does a
large amount o f work in the theater
department as w ell as communications
where she teaches a speaking class.
Hamilton received her bachelors degree
from Butler University in speech and
theater, and received her masters degree
from the university o f Cincinnati in
theater design.
Her professional includes working at
the Minnesota Dance Theater, the Guthery
Theater, and the Actors Theater in St. Paul
where she worked as both a designer and
costum e cutter.
Hamilton choose theater as a career
after some disillusion with acting, and
because she felt she could make a career
out o f theater. “Theater is what I enjoy,”
said Hamilton.
Working with the technical aspects of
theater, which include lighting, costumes
and sets is one area o f her job .
Scheduling performances for the Louis
Armstrong Theater, handling the technical
needs o f the Lunchbreak Series, and
designing sets and costumes are other
. areas that she works with.
„ ufoj
;c Ham ilton said, “W hat’s interesting
about working in theater is that you are

never doing the same thing twice. Your
are constantly solving problems, creating
different im ages and w ak in g with people.
It is very rewarding, never boring."
According to Hamilton, one o f the
strong points o f Grand V alley’s theater
department is, “its small enough that one
o f our theater majors can’t get lost in the
crowd." “Everyone had the opportunity
for hands-on experience,” said Hamilton.

fc-rr

"It's [Grand Valley's theater
department] small enough that
one of our theater majors can't
get lost in the crowd. Everyone
had the opportunity fo r handson experience.

The opportunity for experience present
itself in many areas such as costum e and
set design, lighting and acting.
One change that Hamilton would lik e to
see take place for the theater department is
an increase in student attendance at
performances
The Lunchbreak S eries are on e
opportunity open to students to enjoy.
The series are one hour performances by
various professional perform ers and
companies. A ll the performances are held
at the Louis Armstrong Theater between
12 noon and 1 p.m. and are free to all.
These, are quality and in exp en sive
productions that students should not pass
up.

PHOTO BY ERIC HOLLADAY

A view from the cheaper seats

Benedict acts as a liason between local businesses and GVSU
By PhilSeykora

News Writer

Linda Benedict, a graduate of the
Seidman School of Business at both the
undergraduate and graduate level, took
over the responsibilities of MBA
Coordinator and the position of Business
Research Coordinator.
The MBA Coordinator position allows
her to assist potential MBA candidates
and existing candidates in questions and
problems that might occur while at Grand
Valley. Because the Seidman School of
Business has more than doubled in the
last 2 1/2 years, they needed more quality

advising.
The Graduate Management Aptitude
Test scores of the pursuing candidates
have also increased. Ms. Benedict says,
“The GMAT scores have raised 16
points, in two years and the GPA has also
raised and we are getting a much more
diversified candidate base such as more
engineering, math and health science in
addition to business background
undergrads.”
Not only has the number of graduates
students seeking their MBA increased, but
the number of graduates in the other
school has also gotten bigger. The latest
figures reveal that 18% of all students at
GVSU are now graduate students.

After receiving her BBA, Ms. Benedict
was hired on at the furniture company of
Stow and Davis. While at Stow and
D avis, she had a num ber of
responsibilities in the m arketing
department
She continued her education at Grand
Valley where she was hired on as one of
the first two graduate assistants of the
Seidman School of Business as an
undergraduate advisor and help in the
develop of the facilities management
program. Ms. Benedict also had her own
independent consulting business.and took
a position in the deans office
Two weeks before receiving her MBA
in 1984, she accepted a job with Haworth,

another west Michigan furniture company.
During her five years at Haworth, she
was responsible for the entire marketing
resource function in the Marketing
Information Service department.
Thus on the first of May, she entered
her new dual role. As Business Research
Coordinator, she acts as a liaison between
local businesses that need consulting and
Grand Valley. Some businesses might not
be able to afford the consulting fees that
the market offers and thus the SSB has
recognized the problem and contributes
faculty and staff to undertake projects
ranging from strategic planning to
facilities management.

r POLICE BEAT POLICE BEAT POLICE BEAT POLICE BEAT POLICE
9-17-90: An accident occurred on
42nd Ave. The driver of Vehicle #1
failed to stop, striking Vehicle #2. No
one was injured in the accident
It was reported that an u n k n o w n
subject stole a briefcase out of an un
locked office in the fieldhouse.
However the briefcase was later recov
ered.
_________ ___, ______ _ __
A student reported that an unknown
subject has been using her telephone
personal identification number (PIN)
to charge calls. The subject, also a stu
dent, has been found and restitution
has been made.
A hit and run accident occurred in
Lot J. A legally parked vehicle re
ceived damage to the passenger’s front
quarter panel and door.

9-18-90: An accident occurred in Lot
H. W hile pulling into a parking space, the
driver of Vehicle #1 hit Vehicle #2.

A complainant reported that an un
known subject struck her driver’s side
door in Lot B with an unknown object
The incident is under investigation.
9-19-90: One non-student was arrested
fo ra -stolen vehicle, charge, The reporting
officer pulled the vehicle over after ob
serving that it had been reported stolen.
The driver was cited for reckless driving
and fleeing and eluding a police officer.
The subject was then turned over to Ot
tawa County Sheriffs Department on the
stolen vehicle charge.
It was reported that a student’s moun
tain bike was stolen from the main en
trance of the Fieldhouse. The incident is

under investigation.
It was also reported that a student’s
backpack was stolen from a classroom in
Mackinac Hall. The police have a lead
and are investigating.
9-20-90: A student in Robinson House
reported that she has been receiving har
assing phone calls. The police have a lead
-and-aro invo3tigating.-------9-23-90: A student in Robinson House
reported that she has been receiving ob
scene phone calls. The police have a lead
and are investigating.
One student, while being pulled over for
speeding, was arrested for driving while
license suspended and providing false in
formation to a police officer.

Medical Emergencies:
9-18-90: A reporting officer as
sisted a student who injured his head
and possibly neck while playing foot
ball on the practice field. The victim
was transported to Butter worth Hos
pital by LIFE Ambulance.
9-21-90: A reporting officer as
sisted Ottawa County Sheriffs De
partment with an injury accident at
48th Ave and Lake Michigan Drive.
One student was involved in the acci
dent, but not injured.
Eberhard Center Activities:
9-18-90: Ij was reported that in the
West Lot, the tokcn/coin machine had
been pried open. The Grand Rapids
Police were called to lake the report.

I
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NEW LOTS from p. 1 ■
approximately $500,000.
To build a good parking lot on
the clay ground o f GVSU re
quires a good foundation, a
drainage system , and two layers
o f asphalt
The cost to build the new
parking lot averages out to
$1000 per parking space.
The new lot is being primarily
funded by money saved on the
utilities budget during the past
academic year.

The construction of the new
parking lot was originally sched
uled for the spring and summer
of 1991.
However, because of the im
mediate demand for more park
ing spaces, Campus Operations
and Planning has decided to
build the parking lot in two
phases instead of one.
Currently, GVSU parking is
200 to 300 spaces short between
the hours of 10 a.m. to 3 pm.
Students are coping with the
shortage of parking spaces by
parking in such imaginative
spots as on the grass, in yellow
zones, and along the edges of
parking lots.
“The students as a whole have
been very patient with us during
the current parking crunch. We
hope to alleviate this current
parking problem as quickly as
possible,” Terry Sack, assistant
Vice-President of Campus Op
erations and Planning stated.
The first phase of the
lot plan will provide 300 new
parking spaces by Thanksgiving.
Starting at Parking Lot F, ap
proximately half of the new
parking lot will be constructed.
The finat coat o f asphalt will be
left off until the second phase is
underway.
Phase II will complete the en
tire parking lot, finishing the
first half of
adding the second half.
The finished paiking lot will
have an entrance off of Campus
Drive W est This entrance will
continue as a road past the park
ing lot back to the field house
and the Ravine apartments.
In addition, Phase II will add a
left turn lane to the entrance of
Parking Lot F, and also new
crosswalks to the Kirkhof Cen
ter.
The entire parking lot is
scheduled to be completed by
the fall of 1991.
In addition to the new parking
lot, there will be several other
changes on Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale campus.
After a year and a half of wait
ing for the highway department
to approve a new traffic light, a
new signal will appear at the in
tersection o f Campus Drive
North and M-45.
The new traffic light will re
place the current yellow-flashing
light in late October.
The GVSU police force will
be able to manually operate the
new traffic signal.
This will help to reduce traffic
after big campus events such as
concerts and football games.
A pedestrian crosswalk will
also be set up on M-45.
Campus Operations and Plan
ning is hoping that the new traf
fic signal and crosswalk will

Page 3

help eliminate lines o f cars wait
ing to turn left into Campus
Drive North in the morning, and
out onto M-45 in the afternoon.
A second Cedar Studios, cur
rently under construction by the
original Cedar Studios, is sched
uled to be completed in January.
GVSU’s Water Resources In
stitute w ill be tem porarily
housed in the new Cedar Stu
dios.
After the Water Resources In
stitute moves to the new Life
Sciences Building, the art de
partment w ill use the second Ce
dar Studios for more studio
space.
ILLEGAL from p. 1 --------------

situation,” said WyganL
Wygant also mentions that
Public Safety is having excellent
compliance with residents and
students coming from Grand
Valley Apartments and Campus
View Apartments.
“We want to commend them.
Many have been walking and we
will continue^ to solicit their
cooperation.”_______

By M arcy Bucy
News Writer

if e f >T hisw as done on
'
that their would be a great
Student Senate gave the
ofrevenue, resulting in i
word that students have been
tuition, and inability to clearly
w aiting for, new parking
define fam ilies and the non-traspace! The lot will be conditional student
strutted to hold 300 cars.
H ow ever, alternate StiggesStddents will be able to begin
tions are being reviewed in this
parking by November but the
area.
%
finishing touches w ill not be
Acquaintance Rape Awarecompleted until summer.
ness week put on by the Senate
The Senate decided already
w ill begin Monday and conclude
this year to make the recomon W ednesday. A ctivities the
mendation to not allow the
have planned are a fishbowl to
non-traditional students famidiscuss male— fem ale relationlies free admission to the
ship, for Monday.

N._________ _____

-______ f__________ ________
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amount that can be borrowed paying interest only payments
from the state is $1,500 and the for a maximum o f 5 years.
Before applying for (he MIm aximum is $10,000 p er
LOAN students must fill out a
academic year (9 months) with a
cumulative program total not fin a n cia l aid form (FA F)
available in the Financial Aid
exceeding $50,000.
The MI-LOAN has a fixed Office in Sqidman House. When
individual FAF results return the
interest rate of 9.5% and a
minimum monthly payment of Financial Aid O ffice o f the
institution w ill then suggest the
$50. Also offered with the MILOAN program is the option of ^ tu d e n u p ^ f O T o rth s re ^ d tiie

If you want to make som eone feel extra special on that special
day, don’t just send a card. Use one, too.
It’s America’s Calling Card™ from Michigan Bell.
With our card you can sing their praises from virtually any phone.
And w hether you’re calling local or long distance, it’s fast and
easy. Just dial “0,” the phone num ber you’re calling and your calling
card number. You don’t need any additional, com plicated codes.
So the next time you want to say, “You’re not getting older, you’re
getting better^’ do it with America’s Calling Card. If you don’t
have one, call 221-7500, ext. 740. We won’t give you a song and dance.
But we will send you our card.

@ Michigan Bell
AN/hUantCH COMPANY

0 1990 M ichigan Bell

’uesday, S T A G E , joins
i A presentation on the
o f date rape. And
Wednesday it is finished o ff
^by. a discussion on bow
WW1W|}W
to get
to jeally know the opposite
sex.
Signs are patted regarding
these activities,
Voter Registration is being
held Wednesday at the Kiikhof Center to make students
one step closed to having a
predominate voice in voting
It w ill be held again Thursday in the Eberhard Center,

N o other calling card is accepted by m ore long-distance carriers than A m erica's C alling Card.
Long-distance com panies charge their own rates.

MI-LOAN program.
A $60 non-refunddble fee is
required when applying for the
MI-LOAN. As Fridsma urges,
“Students should make sure they
have eligibility, or good credit,
before they apjjly for the loan.”
Applications* are expected in
the Financial Aid O ffice by
October 15.

Wednesday
October 3,1990
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inspired by GV Students
Dear Friends,
There aren’t enough characters
on a typewriter to express how I
feel about the turnout and re
sponse to my show at the Prome
nade Deck on September 20th.
The 500 or so of you reminded
of the reason I am in this busi
ness. It seems that we had the
ideal “performer-audience” rela
tionship. We made each other
happy. My last couple of visits

at iacK or
coverage

Editor,
I am confounded when I see people exploiting the death of Becky
Bell, but I am even more confounded at the lack of editorial responsi
bility at the Lanthom.
The September 19th article written by Marcy Bucy came across as
great public relations for Planned Parenthood and Students for Choice,
but did nothing to dispel the rumors about Bell’s death and life.
It is sad when any young person dies “before their time,” but to say
that Becky Bell died due to an illegal abortion is clearly false. Ac
cording to the coroner’s report, Bell died due to complications from
pneumonia, which was found to be in her lungs and other parts of her
body, but not in her uterus. Planned Parenthood enlisted the efforts of
Bell’s parents to campaign for “abortion rights,” saying that she was a
good girl who was ashamed and embarrassed about her pregnancy,
and that she decided to try a drug-induced abortion.
The fact is, Becky was still carrying a child when she was admitted
to the hospital the day before her death. She had been ill five days
before her parents brought her in for treatment. After Bell's death, her
mother, Karen Bell, found a list of adoption agencies and abortion
clinics in her purse. If Bell was too worried to go to her parents, she
could have sought consent from a judge anonymously, but she appar
ently did not do so.
I feel so sorry for students on campus who rely on the Lanthom for
information. Your paper could have done a much better job at cover
ing not only the candlelight vigil, but this whole issue. Let’s let Becky
Bell rest in the truth.
Sincerely,
Richard A. Avery
/ idlitli/’.-'iu
! / - » ! » :iU&'r vi
d
.
*
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who were at my show made me
feel very special. Even though
I’m not a household name in the
entertainment world, you all had
me feeling like a big star. In
turn, you are all stars to me.
Hope to see you again at GVSU,
have a great semester. Thanks
again.
Yours always,
Carl Rosen

to your school have been ex
tremely exciting and rewarding.
I realize that you don’t like to
read long, drawn out letters, but
I’m trying to express so much in
so little space. The people from
UPB have made me feel like I
have a home in Allendale. Al
though I don’t get to see them
frequently, I feel as if they’re old
friends or neighbors. All o f you

"It's only a cartoon!”
Som ethingto
think about...
I will choose what enters
me, What becomes flesh of
my flesh. Without choice,
no politics, no ethics lives.
I am not your cornfield,
not your uranium mine, ,not
your calf for fattening, not
your cow for milking.
Priests and legislators do
not hold shapes in my
womb or my mind. This is
my body. If I give it to you
I want it back. My life is a
non-negotiable demand.
Author Unknown

y

-iimHi i y»

Audra,
Lighten up and get with the
90’s! A majority of the Lanthorn’s target audience was
amused by the representation of
GV dorm life.
While it is true that not all stu
dents have the “low morals” that
you believe this cartoon por
trays, some do, it is just part of
campus life.
While you believe that the

Lanthom staff needs to grow up
and become aware of all GVSU
student’s views, I believe that
they are doing their best to cover
the wide range of student atti
tudes represented on campus.
If you do not agree, perhaps
you should begin with a “high
moral values” column of your
own “or, at least take a journal
ism class.”
Amy Autsema

Lanthom Letters Policy
The Opinion section is a section devoted to expressing the
j

personal views of members of the GVSU community. Letters
should be addressed to the Opinion Editor, Lanthorn, Kirkhof
Center. Anonymous opinions will not be printed. For purposes
of verification only, phone numbers and student ID numbers
must accompany letters.
reserves the
right to edit for space and readability.

Do you feel
that the First
Amendment
justly covers all
forms o f free
speech and
expression?

Shelly Wade
Sophomore, HTM
“No. The laws say we have
freedom, but with censorship we
don’t really.1'

Senior, Film and Video
“No. You can't apply today
what was written in a more
conservative frame of mind and
time. Nobody couldforesee what
it would be like today."

Sheri Postmus
Junior, Communications
“Yes."

■

D J. Westveer
Sophomore, Business Admin.
“In some ways not all the time.
They say you Have freedom of speech,
but when people go to protests, they
get arrested, beaten, etc. That's wne•re
1 think they they violate it."

Jody Smith
Freshman, Accounting
"Yes."

Dan Johnson
Freshman, Music Education
"No. There needs to be more
(freedom) because there are so
many different judgments on so
many different issues."

Freshman., Accounting
“I don’t think so. We are
allowed to express ourselves, but
then we are restricted in one way
or another. In certain places you
have to hold your tongue."

■October 3,1990 The Lanthorn
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First Amendment Controversies
By Rob Bennett

Opinion Editor
Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment o f
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom o f speech, or o f the
press; or the right o f the people
peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government fo r a
redress o f Grievances.
-The First Amendment o f the
Constitution o f the United States
o f America
We all are familiar with this
amendment and also, with all o f
the controversy surrounding it.
Let’s face it, do you really think
that when the founding fathers
drafted up the Constitution that
they foresaw the burning o f
American flags, or the 2 Live
Crew, or this whole m ess involv
ing the National Endowment for
the Arts? Probably not.
If someone talked the way
Andrew D ice Clay does back in
colonial times, he’d probably
end up in the stockades for a

week. But the times they are
a’changuT.
Everybody has an opinion or a
perception that differs from
someone else. So much so that
the Supreme Court, from time to
time, has to make a new ruling
on a certain form o f freedom of
speech, and once this high court
hands down their decision, it’s
still never the end o f the contro
versy.
A lso, it doesn’t just have to be
the Supreme Courts’ decision.
Just look elsewhere on this page
and you’ll find a list o f books
that have all, at one time or an
other, been banned in the U.S.
This is more than not the deci
sion o f local townships or mu
nicipalities protecting their chil
dren from what they believe to
be harmful, vulgar, and in some
cases pornographic. ' — .
So where does it all end, who
has the unique answer to this
age-old problem? Would you
believe Candice Bergen?
On the September 24th epi
sode o f Murphy Brown, Murphy
took a moment from an inter-

ssic books banned in U.S.

view with an Andrew Dice Clay
like comedian to talk to her audi- ^ 4
ence.
She said that being a strong
advocate o f the First Amend
ment she felt that this man had a
right to express his comedy how
ever he wanted, no matter how
vulgar, degrading or chauvinistic
it was. “But, you don’t have to
like i t ” she said.
"W hen guaranteeing free
speech I’m afraid we have to
take the bad with the good.”
Isn’t it funny how the sim plest
o f answers can come from the
weirdest places?

The following is a list o f
books (fiction, non-fiction,
reference, etc...) th at, at one
time or another, have been
banned in different parts o f
the U.S. Some o f the books
on th islistm igh tseem toyou
as being completely inoffen-

erican Heritage
The B ib le; Are

■

peter Blatty, Catch-22 - By Josephlfener, Lord o f the F lie sBy William Golding, Oliver
Twist - By Charles Dickens, A
Farewell to Arms - By Ernest
Hemingway, The Catcher in
the Rye - By J.D. Salinger,
Grapes of Wrath - By John
Steinbeck, The Adventu
Huckleberry Fum - By

The Best
Writ-

B y Kurt V<
“

God? It’s Me
Margaret - By Judy Blume,
Tarzan, Lord o f the Aoes By Edgar Rii
J jJ H E H H R
TTw Exorcist - B y WilUam
M o te tt
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•*►- * « « - — Joe Lowden
Opinion Editor-r
Rob Bennett
Cam pus Life Editor- - H-? V " ” * * ..................BethGrienke
Sports E ditor................................................... -Jerry Smigelski
E ntertainm ent E c H t o r ^ H w * % ..................Andrew Kar
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Grand Valley gets “Up With People”
By Julia M artin
Campus Life Writer
The music, the lights, the
magic, and of course, the People.
“Up With People,” the group
of young people, between the
ages of 17 and 26, travels around
the world performing concerts
containing music and dance in
hopes of bringing people closer
together.
At 7:30 p.m., the lights in the
Field House went off, and the

stage came alive with music and
dance. The group sang and por
trayed a variety of songs and
performers ranging from three
girls dressed up as the Supremes
and singing “What Color is
God’s Skin?’” with sign lan
guage accompanimenL The ma
jor theme of the concert was
“Face to Face” besides Multiculturalism, sub-themes of the War
on Drugs and Protection of the
Environment were covered.
Another song was performed

with the whole cast of “Up With
People” translating in sign lan
guage. The beauty of the flow
of hands as they communicated
with the audience was over
whelming.
Even the hearing
impaired make beautiful music.
Cultural segments from all
over the world were displayed.
The ever popular La Bamba was
sung with many in the group
dressed in Mexican style cos
tumes. A Japanese song was
sung in the Japanese language.
All of the songs in different lan
guages were done to display that
music is the true universal lan
guage; the language that every
body speaks.
“Up With People” sang their
song as they left the stage. It
was a song of inspiration. An
inspiration to stick together as a
whole, not to separate ourselves
into ethnic groups. We are all
people, and should treat each as
equals.
PHOTOS BY BOB COOLEY
Up with people performed in the
Fieldhouse on Saturday.

Parent of day

Fam ily day fun for all
By Julia M artin
Campus Life Writer

Family Day. A great time to
have Mom, Dad, Grandma,
Grandpa, and siblings come visit
the place you live, the place you
call "home” at Grand Valley. It
was also a good time to have
your
family
meet
your
roommate(s) and to see just how
well your description of your
roommate(s) matches what she/
he/they are actually like.
The day, September 29, was
filled with many things to see
and do. There were sporting
events, including the victory of
Grand Valley over Saginaw Val
ley in football. A craft fair was
also held, and it tixik place in the
Field House.
One special part of Family
Day was the Parents of the Day.
Robert and Gail Pearce were
named the Parents of the Day
because their daughter, Shawn, a
Grand Valley junior, won the es
say contest. When asked why
she chose to write about them,

essay winner

Shawn replied, “I thought that

I’d give them back what they
gave me, all of the love they
gave me.”
The Pearces were surprised
that they were chosen. “I was
just amazed. 1 wasn’t surprised
that she (Shawn) had written it,
but that she had won,” ex
claimed Mrs. Pearce.
Robert
and Gail are from Waterford,
Michigan, and said that why
they feel they’ve done well with
their daughters was that they
look a real interest in their edu
cation. In their spare time, the
family enjoys camping. In fact,
Saturday night, they were going
to the Hoffmaster State Park to
camp. “We hadn’t been in a ho
tel in over twenty years, and our
hotel was just beautiful,” they
explained of their stay in Amway the night before.
"Shawn is such a happy per
son When you’re not happy,
she makes you happy. She was
bom happy,” concluded Mrs.
Pearce about what she appreci
ates most about her daughter.

By Shawn Pearce

PHOTO BY EMILY STANLEY
Dexter Peterson eats lunch with his father at the family
dav tent.

Spectral Perceptions Concert held at Club
By Kristin Penny
( ainpus Life Writer
A "Radio Awareness Autumn M usk
Festival,” sponsored by Spectral Percep
tions, was held at Club Eastbrook on Sep
[ember 2-1
Spectral Perceptions, a campus orgnm
/.men lormcd in April 1W), held the
event hoping to re establish WSRX, the
'ludent o|X'ralcd radio station, at G \S l
The event, which cost live dollars admis

sion, was non-profit with all proceeds
going to the GVSU radio project.
George Bliss, Spectral Perceptions
president, commented, "The concert was a
demonstration of our ability to organize
promotional events, as well as the kind of
wide appeal music programming a stu
dent operated station could provide to the
campus community."
Ihe lestival included a diverse group ol
inusK Raw Productions a group ol |vr
termers Irorn all across Michigan, opened
the show witii rap, dance and disc-jock

eyed house music. Sahara, a heavy
metal band, immediately followed. The
headliner, a progressive band called Al
ter Ego, was the finishing act.
Dave Gcbben, a member of Spectral
Perceptions, stated, "To the best ol my
knowledge, there has never been a rap,
heavy metal, and piogressive band
grouped together on one stage in West
ern Michigan. The fact that we pulled
:t oil without any landing, as well as

I feel my parents deserve the honor of
becoming Grand Valley’s Parents of the
Day for 1990 because they have given me
a chance for a belter life, not just one
time, but twice.
Almost 21 years ago, a baby girl was
bom to a mother who couldn't provide a
good home for her. The baby was given
up for adoption to an agency.
After
months of screening to become parents, a
childless couple walked out of the adop
tion agency with a healthy and bright baby
girl lo call their own daughter. They
named her Shawn Elizabeth. They were
able to give me a chance for a better life; a
life I would have been deprived of if they
had not wanted me to be a part of their
family. They were ready to give me their
love and support from the start, since thev
had been waiting twelve years for a child.
My dad watched over me like any other
protective father would have done. He
once said that he loves me as much as if 1
had Been his biological daughter. That
kind of love is rare and very precious, es
pecially when it comes from a man who
rarely shows emotion.
Because they had so much love to pro
vide, they adopted another baby girl four
years later, whom they named after my
mom s friend. Though there were differ
ences in our personalities and back
grounds, my sister Krista and I got along
all right with only some minor battles
kec ping us occupied while growing up
Our parents wre always there to help ease
the tensions, reminding us that we are a
l.uiulv. despite not being a biological lam
11V
l
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Lambda Chi Delta focuses on leadership
By BethO rfenke

Campus Life Editor
Brotherhood, Justice and Loy
alty are three themes o f the new. est Greek fraternity o f Grand
Valley, Lambda Chi Delta.
Following the fact that 76% o f
U X Seriatbrs and 81% oFFbrtune 500 CEO’s belonged to
Greek organizations, Lambda
Chi Delta has made its main fo
cus the continuation o f this tradi
tion in leadership.
Developing under the direc

ESSAY from p. 6------------- ------Through the grade school
years, classm ates would tease
me about being adopted; their
snide remarks were meant to be
harmful. It nearly ruined my re
lationship with my parents and
my sister. I was forced into an
age o f rebellion. Never once did
their love for me dim inish. Our
parents helped us to see that
Krista and I were very special
because w e were the chosen
children. W e were not an acci
dent; they wanted us as a fam ily.
My mom has said many tim es,
‘‘W e adopt anything and every
one who walks through the
door." That is why they have
adopted 2 girls, 3 cats, and a dog
to their fam ily.
They have
enough love and kindness to be
shared by everyone in our fam
ily.

tion o f graduate student and
president, W es Orr, and Brian
Weaver, Lambda Chi Delta is
dedicated to getting involved
with community issues and tak
ing an active voice on campus in
addition to working with charity
groups.
This Greek organization is
flexible to students’ heeds. It
requires only 4 to 5 hours per
week o f its members’ time. If
one joins now, some fees are
waived making the total fees =
$37.50, with another $7.50 re-

By supporting me through col
lege o f my choice today, they
have given m e yet another
chance for an even better life.
My dad works 60 hours a week
to pay for tuition w hile I try to
help with summer jobs to pay for
my books. They support me
em otionally with phone calls full
o f kind words and inspiration to
be the best I can be. They en
courage me to strive for good
grades so I can become what I
would like to be, an accountant
w ith a Spanish background.
And because o f my parents and
the love and support they have
shown me and my sister, I w ill
study hard to receive the grades
that w ill make them very proud
and glad they have chosen me as
their daughter.
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N Calder Exhibit:

funded if dues are paid on time.
M eetings are usually Sunday
evenings so as not to conflict
with classes.
Plans for Lambda Chi Delta
already include a Christmas for
mal and mixers with other Greek
organizations. Long range goals
include gettihjga house inT inuary or next summer. Lambda
Chi Delta w ill be a connection o f
the national chapter Lambda Chi
Alpha, o f which W es Orr is a
graduate.
Rushing for Lambda Chi Delta
has already passed but new
members are still being accepted
and if anyone is interested in
joining this new group, contact
W es Orr at 895-5441 or Brian
Weaver at 895-4786 for more in
formation.

“Poetics of Space”
The Calder Gallery in the
Calder Fine Arts Center is
hosting an art exhibition
now through Friday, Octo-

The boxes and constructions
on display are personal,
com plex and elaborately
fabricated.

ber 12. Entitled-"The P<»*------- The Calder Galley is open
ics o f Space: The Box and
New Assemblage,” the ex
hibit was organized and curated by Mr. Ben M itchell o f
the Art Center o f Battle
Creek and was supported, in
part, by the Michigan Council for the Arts and the
United Arts Council.
The show con sists o f
w orks by nationally-ac-

between 10 a jn . and 5 pm .
on Monday, TYiesday, Wednesday, and Friday and open
between 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.
on Thursday. There w ill be
a reception and gallery talk
by curator Ben M itchell on
Thursday, October 11,
5 p.m. - 7 p jn .
Both
the reception and exhibition
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WELCOME BACK G.V.S.U. STUDENTS!
We Offer For Men and Women:
* Up-to-date-cuts

* Perms

* Spiral Waves

* Waxing

* Clipper Cuts

CONCERT from p. 6 -

the great turn-out, made it a huge
success.”
Along with re-establishing a
was an effort to create a music
scene at Grand Valley as well as
stimulate the Grand Rapids mu

sic scene.
Gebben stated, “After the suc
cess of the Radio Awareness Au
tumn Music Festival, in the near
future, we hope to begin a bi
weekly concert series with local
bands on campus.”

* Styling

Appointment Accepted Or Walk-ins Welcome
4335 Lake M ichigan Dr.
Standale V illage M all

791-9787

(Near W ilson Ave.)

SUITES
$44 Double
Complimentary
Continental
Breakfast
• Kitchenette
• TV w/Cable & HB0|
• Free Local & i l p l
Located:
1/2 Block East off 196
3825 28th St. SW
Grandville, MI 49418
Phone (616) 531-LAND
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626

N IG H

CLASSIFIED ADS
H elp W anted
MAKE US A PART OF
/ YOUR SCHEDULE- Invit' ing eager, energetic people to
'jo in our staff in a variety of
, positions: -sales associates / register/service operators ^ stock people. We offer a fexible work schedule, competi/ tive pay, immediate store dis
count and a friendly atmos' phere.
If you’d like to add us to your
/ weekly schedule, come to the
Service Desk of any Kohl’s
/ Department Store and Fill out
/ an employment application.
/ 3131 Woodland Drive, behind
* Woodland Mall.
/
/
For Sale
/
/ For sale: Couch, footstool,
/ two reclining chairs. $70.00,
/ call Leigh at 895-5938.

must be 21 with valid I.D.

S e n d ee s

Services

TYPING - Term papers, resu
mes and more! Reasonable rates.
Call WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES OF JENISON at
457-1903 today!

TYPING: Term papers, resu
mes, 'reports, letters, wedding
bulletins etc. Accurate, profes
sional, reliable, reasonable.
Please call 532-2960.

Fundraisers

We offer a variety of silkscreened
T-shirts and sweatshirts- from
Fruit of the Loom to Hanes to
Russell. Up to six color printing.
W e’ll print your design or help
develop your idea into a design!
For more info, call Frank.
__________457-8735_________
SPRING BREAK/r CHRIST
MAS BREAK TOURS
Individuals or student organiza
tion needed to promote our Ski/
Sun Tours. EARN MONEY and
FREE TRIPS to Cancun, Day
tona, Vermont, Montreal.
CALL HI-LIFE 1-800-263-5604
' 7/ 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2 :/

FAST FUNDRAISING PRO
GRAM
$1000 in just one week. Earn up
to $1000 for your campus or
ganization. Plus a chance at
$5000 more! This program
works! No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext 50
Best Fundraisers On Campus!
Is your fraternity, sorority or club
interested in earning $500.00 to
$1000.00 for a one-week, oncampus marketing project? You
must be well-organized and hard
working. Call Monica at (800)
592-2121 ext. 115.
/ / / ; //■/ / /

?J7'/ / /

W anted
WANTED: Male body buiders
or dancers to work in new dance
club in G.R. For more informa
tion call 458-1045.
/
/
t
t
/
/
/
/
/
CLASSIF1ED ADS wanted for /
The Lanthorn. $3.00 for the Fust /
15 words. 150 for each addi /
tional word. $1.00 for border.
All ads must be prepaid. The /
/
Lanthom office is located in the /
lower level of Kirkhof Center. /
Send ads to The Lanthom, Grand /
Valley State University, Allen /
/
dale, MI 49401. Deadline is six
/
days prior to publication (Thurs
day at 5pm). Special GVSU Stu f
dent rate: $1.00 for the Fust 10 /
words, (Minimum charge).
y\
? / r / 7 / / / 1 1 L M 7 J J 2 J .z z z z z s
MALE/FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED: two bedroom house
trailer in Allendale Meadows.
$175.Q0/monthplusutilities. Call
Chris or Amy at 895-6908, if no
answer please leave message.
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GVSU has pursued international
programs since the mid-6()’s, and
believes firmly in the value of in
ternational education. We invite
you to be a part of the many op
tions the university offers students
in the exciting area
G V S U ’s international programs
take several forms.
Summ er
courses overseas are taught by
both faculty from the host coun
tries and GVSU faculty. Students
can pursue language and culture
studies in: Guadalajara, Mexico,
Kingston, England (at the edge of
L o n d o n );
A ix -e n -P ro v e n c e ,
France'; and Weimar, Germany.

Students wishing to go further east
can attend lectures on the history
and development of Poland and
Yugoslavia in separate programs at
the Academy Of Economics m
Krakow, and the University of
Sarajevo. Planning is now under
way to enable students to study tire
language and culture in Russia as
well.
Grand V alley’s formal agree
ments with institutions overseas
have led to other forms of exchange
as well. GVSU and the University
of Sarajevo exchange faculty and
have participated in several jointly
sponsored symposiums.
Faculty

from the Academy of Economics
m Krakow visit Grand Valley in
the fall. Students can also opt to
study for a semester of a year at
Kingston Polytechnic in England,
and at the International Christian
University in T o k 'o , Japan
Through exchange agreements,
students from these universities
study at GVSU as well. Another
recently formed program, the Ja
pan Center for Michigan Universi
ties, is another option available for
students to study language and cul
ture in Japan.
Students from all academic disci

plines are invited n
Grand Valley's n
grams Though it
to ma|or m a lore:
order to participat
offer degree prog:
lional relations
A student inf or
will be held on N
Cabins D, F. and T
anyone who is use
ticipating in an
You may also u
of International St
Mackinac Hall, ext
more information

October 3, 1990 The Lanthom

The Weinmar Theater was located next to the student dorms where the German students stayed. In front o f the theater is a statue of
Goethe and Schiller, the fathers of German literature. Both spent the most productive years of their careers in Weimar. The
German students visited both the Goethe and Schiller houses on daytrips in Weimar.
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The German stiulents look a davtrip to The WartburK. where Martin Luther translated the Bible into German

al thanks to Jim Dostie and the French and G e rm an
nts who provided The L a n th o m w ith these photos.
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By Andrew Kar
By Amy Lutz

I don’t mean to get pickie but
proper grammer and spelling
proves necessary to a healthy
published peace.
Let’s use the catch fraze “pet
peeve” to show my distaste of
incorrect useage o f the English
language.
I hate tipeoes! I don’t claim to
be the most accurate speller but I
know how to use the spell check
in a computar program.
I do not tolorate run-on sen
tences that say too many things
in the short space a sentence is
given and then by the time you
get to the period, you have know
idea what the sentence was about
and it leaves you quite confused

espesially when the writer all o f
a sudden takes o ff on a tangent
and ends the sentence like he or
she were driving through the
mountains o f California and then
decides to stop by the side o f the
road too pick wild flowers an
then take a nap.
Improper useage o f verb
tenses and just plain bad English
is sickening. I get a big thrill out
o f editing a peace that is com
pletely filled with poor verbage.
I ain’t saying that I am prefect,
but at least I try to proofread
what I write. What an embarassment to write something that will
be potentially read by thousands
o f capable readers and have six

Narrow Margins
fortunately, the bad guys, led
by the wonderful actor James
B. Sikking (Doogie Howser’s
dad), are on the train, too.
The move could have been
called Claustrophobia
It is
nicely written, well-acted, and
intelligent They even avoid
the trap o f having the two leads
fall in love. I was so proud.
If you enjoy thrillers with
great casts as much as I do,
you w ill love Narrow Margin.
It is rated R, and o f course it is
at S radio 28.

Gene Hackman returns, this
time bringing Ann Archer with
him in the new thriller Narrow
Margin. Archer witnesses the
murder o f a lawyer (1. T.
Walsh) and disappears. Hackman is an assistant D. A who
tracks her down to the Cana
dian R ockies. W hile trying to
convince her that she is in dan
ger, they are attacked.
• Suffice it to say they sur
vive, in a wonderful chase
scene, and end up on a train
heading for Vancouver. Un-

thousand words spelled wrong,
ninety-two run on sentences and
things I seen a first grader’s
peice o f work.
If you feel you need to make
your own writing more better,
live with an English major or a
person who was the salutatorien
o f her senior class in high
school.
Or just work at the Lanthom!
It’s fun, close to the Galley and
gets you in free at President
Lubber’s annual birthday party
that happens every year.
I hadn’t planned to be quite so
serious this week, but I felt that I
needed to express my opinion on
this point because this is the land
o f the freeks and home o f Roseanne Barr and in these times o f
high gas prices and questions
about the first amendment we
need to no that we are still som e
what abel to communicate in to
day’s society.

Goodfellas
In the quest for critical ac
claim and box office returns, I
believe w e have a winner.
Goodfellas, a new gangster
film by Martin Scorcese, is a
wonderfully watchable film
that features strong perform
ances from such dynamic ac
tors as Ray Liotta (Field o f
Dreams), Joe Pesci (Lethal
Weapon 2), Robert DeNiro,

By Rachel Mermell

l

Paul Sorvino, and Lorraine
Bracco.
The story centers on Henry
H ill, played by Ray Liotta,
who has worked with the mob
since he was thirteen. Henry is
Irish-Italian, and while he is
accepted, he w ill never achieve
the rank that a full Italian
See FELLAS pg. 11

______________ J

_____ ____________

The Handmaid's Tale
It is the not too distant
future.... surprisingly enough
America has returned many of
the Puritanistic id ea ls that
m oralists have constantly
warned us that w e’ve been
straying from.

The abortion issue is a thing of
the past, no birth control is legal
and a separate class exists
primarily to conceive babies.
Our narrator is a part of this
class and her story The Hand
Maid’s Tale is a diary plea
which according to the epilogue
becomes a historical account for
even later civilization.
Our narrator tells us that it all
started with a few simple laws
that were allowed to go
unnoticed. It began with the
removal of a few women’s rights
(which most men supported) and
led to complete slavery status for
women.
Education and the ability to
read as well as write were
considered not necessary'
It is interesting to note that
although many fled America for
other countries, an equal number
stayed
and
com m itted
themselves to the harsh doctriJfe.
This suggests a comparison to
any great conflict. Many people
have a tendancy to doubt that it
is serious.
The narrator noted that the
men in power made an enormous
error when they divided the
classes.

" The w ives o f the Commanders
(the chief men in charge) are
given the children that those red
cloaked women bear for them but
even our narrator can tell that
something is m issing in them;
their demeanor might be a result
o f the separation from their
husbands.

As for those who wear the redcloak, they live a life stricter than
nuns and are expected to
conceive.
Sterility is a fate
worse than death. Unhappiness
is prevalent and as noted in the
first chapter the narrator thinks
solem ly...”A return to the
traditional values. Waste not
want not. I am not being wasted,
why do I want?”
This just goes to show that
nobody can totally strip away a
human being and turn her into a
submissive beast.
Overall, M argaret Atwood
does an excellent job creating
fine detail and the story line is an
exaggerated version of what
could happen to America if it
moved to far to the left.
My favorite part is in the
epilogue when upon the
discovery of the diary upon the
excavation of it, theorists of the
time scoffed and remarked that it
was a good thing that their age
was superior. This raises my
question..No matter what year it
is don’t we always think our age
is the smartest?

By Kristoffer Gair and Chris Flisek

Carl Rosen: Firelands
© @ © O © © 0© @ ®
Well, for those of you who
saw him a couple of weeks ago,
you don’t need me to tell you
how fantastic of a performer
Carl is.
For those of you who didn’t
see him, for whatever reason
(like being on your deathbed or
recently getting dumped by your
mate), this is for you.
First of all, Firelands is not
Rock N ’ Roll in the sense of Pop

Rock. Rather, it is Rock in the
traditional sense of the word. It’s
uplifting and something I can see
being around for quite awhile.
Side on*, on the cassette (all
on the same side on CD) that is,
starts off with the soothing
“Sandstorm” and then drifts off
into “Phred & Ginger.” Check
the lyrics on that last one if you
fed it is actually resembling
something old movie buffs

might like, but only if you want
to.
“China Bleeds” is by far my
favorite track from the entire al
bum. It has all the qualities of an
awesome ballad while bringing
out a part of history that won’t
soon be forgotten. It is this last
part that makes it succeed as a
classic in my book.
See ROSEN pg. 11

Jane's Addiction: Ritual De Lo Habitual
O 0 © 0@ © 0(D < D < B )
“HERE WE GO!”
Those are the first words, lead
singer, Perry Farrell sings oif the
album. They are an invitation
into Jane’s Addiction’s world, an
invitation to a party not to be
missed.
This is the Jane’s third al
bum and it puts the other two al
bums to shame.
This album is so good, it’s
scary. No longer is Farrell writ
ing about things around him, on
this one he writes about things
that concern him and his life
style. Songs like; " No One’s

Leaving,” “O bvious”
and
"Three Days” are about familial
racism, closemindedness ahd the
death of a friend, respectively.
The band itself, already in
credibly talented musicians,
transcend any previous perform
ances and are consistently amaz
ing throughout the entire album.
The best tracks are; " Stop! “
which is already in danger of
being overplayed on MTV;
“Been Caught Stealing,” which
not only samples a barking dog
in the beginning but is also the
funkiest song I’ve heard in a

long time; " Three Days” is an
eleven minute epic that must be
heard to be believed and “Clas
sic Girl,” a simple song about
men and wom en that rings
frighteningly true.
N o doubt, you’ve heard of
the controversy surrounding the
cover art. It depicts three, sem i
nude figures and is basically an
illustration for the song “Three
Days.”
It isn’t offensive, as some
people would have you believe,

SeeMUSICp.il
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Hemingway novel stresses the
importance
Individual
By Jennifer Wigger

destroyed, everything becomes
m ore com plicated.
T hings
Ready for a classic?
happen, questions are asked,
OK, folks, travel back with
things are thought through, and
me..
almost everyone must come to
The year is 1940.
terms with their role in the
Europe is Involved in the first - coming attempt, in the war, and
ycarofW WII.
in life.
Am erica is apprehensively
However, Hemingway wants
sitting back, watching to see
to communicate something more
what w ill happen in Europe,
than just individual struggles.
what w ill happen in the Pacific,
Throughout For Whom the
and deliberating as to what their
BfilL-Iolis. Hemingway shows
role should be in it all.
sim u ltan eou sly the internal
At
th is
tim e,
E rnest
struggles and thoughts o f each
Hemingway produced a story
individual, and also how this
which would becom e one o f the
individual, his problems, hopes,
great war novels o f all time; his
and dreams, are representative o f
the entire human race.
twelfth novel, F g .J flm m .tiE
The ultimate message o f For
Bell lo lls»
Externally, For Whom the Bell
Whom the Bell Tolls is that
Tolls is simply the story o f a
every human being is important
Spanish anti-facist guerilla force
to the entire human race.
and a young American bridgeConsider the preface to For
blower from the International
Whom the Bell Tolls, a quote
Brigade, as they attem pt to
fro m ^ J o h n D onne w hich
successfully destroy a bridge.
H em ingw ay p la ces at the
beginning o f the book.
However, in the few days
“No man is an 1land, intire o f
which For Whom the Bell Tolls
covers, glim pses o f other, deeper" it selfe; every man is a peece o f
issues closely tied up with the
the Continent, a part o f the
human experience, are revealed
maine; if Clod be washed away
to the reader.
by the Sea, Europe is the lesse,
In the beginning o f For Whom
as well as if a Promonlorie were,
the Bell T olls, there is only one
as well as if a Mannor o f thy
friends or o f thine owne were;
problem:successfully destroying
the bridge.
any mansdeath diminishes me,
However, as the group gets
because I am involved in
nearer and nearer to the day on
Mankinds, And therefore never
w hich the bridge w ill be
send to know for whom the bell

By Thomas Helferlch H | § | ^ | NeWs Writer '

■■■m:.

Whom,., the B ell. Ip lla teaches
that everyone is important to the
human race. The destruction o f
one w ill eventually affect all
because everyone is tied
together, whether they like it or
not, into the human race.
Ultimately, that is the m essage
which makes For Whom the Bell
Tolls truly great.

PSP %

ROSEN from p. 10
Other tracks included are
“Minnesota Snow,” “End Of The
Rainbow," “No Man’s Land”
and “Happy Endings.” The last
track does indeed give the album
a “happy ending.”
It sure beats the hell out of M
C Hammer. Can’t touch Ham
mer’s music? Shoot, what makes
him think anybody wants to?
Carl is better, truth hurts. I’d tell
it to his face! (NOTE: I do listen
to and like M C Hammer!) (sort

GVSU Rape Awareness week

tolls; It tolls tor thee"
This is the real essence o f For
Whom the Bell Tolls.
H em ingw ay’s m essage is
really that human beings, as
members o f mankind, have an
obligation to the entire human
race.
This theme is why the timing
o f For Whom the Bell Tolls was
so perfect Just when the United
States w as debating as to
whether or not it should make
the world’s problems it’s own,
here emerges a novel which
teaches that
man has an
obligatitfi to help his fellow
man.
This catholic theme is what
makes
a true
historic insights into Spain
during its civil war o f 19361939; it reveals what it was like
and is like to live from day to
day while your country is being
tom apart; at a minimum, it
provides
entertaining,
informative, reading.
But, beyond these things, For

ACTIVITIES

For anybody who wanted a
Carl Rosen album but wasn’t
able to get one, here is the ad
dress.

Time Zone Recordings
PO Box 23533
Mint Hill Station
Charlotte, NC 28212

illXtyi'wnuiniw*’

This w eek is D ate Rape
Awareness Week. Many people
do not take this issue as seriously
as they should, and many o f
these rapes go undetected.
One way that date rape can be
avoided is to realize that it does
e x ist
'
;
Work on developing a strong
sen se o f se lf - worth and
assertiveness. Turn fear into
anger and stand up for yourself.
Another important way o f date
rape prevention is to trust your
feelings. If your date is making
you feel uncomfortable, pushing
them selves o ff onto you, or
)u into unwanted
e the right to set

you up.
If you set and communicate
your lim its, your date w ill know
llfesre you stand, and that w ill

M USIC From p.10-------------------it is art, nothing more, nothing
less. On the o ff chance you
don’t like what you see, Warner
Bros, has issued an alternate
cover for Ritual, it is white with
the first amendment printed on
the front.
Please, stay away
from this copy. It betrays an artistic vision and it betrays you.

G.V.S.U. Marching Bald. 1V89-1WO
Clrde thBatT.SumrTWtwo
Avertable tpoo request

* *

Enough ranting. Buy this al
bum, buy all three o f their al
bums; Live; Nothing's Shocking
and, o f course, Ritual De Lo Ha
bitual.
You w on’t be disapointed. I promise.
N ext week: The R eplace
ments: All Shook Down. Is this
their swan-song?

RESUMES
■i.r

A professional quality, laser printed resume may not assure you’ll get the job.
But, more often than not it will draw a second look. That’s why we offer you
your choice of three different paper stocks and over fifty typestyles. Our art
staff wUl work with you to develop a resume
j --------------------------that fits your personality. Come see us.
ChuckU. Farley

1010TweetyUna

Allendale, MI 49401
(616) 895-0000

RESUMES - 15 for $10.

knows?

Call

of)

excu se for crim inal sexu al
behavior.
If saying no i
m essage across, then sim ply
remove yourself from
their
presence.
Be able to leave.
Either meet your date there,
cany cab or bus fare, or at least
have money for a phone call so
that a friend can com e and pick

a potentially dangerous or
uncomfortable situation,
If you are raped , there are
certain actions that you should
take.
DO N O T BLAM E
YOURSELF, you are not to
blame, the m p i k
som eone that you trust,
local rape c r isis
B e aw are that drugs and
hotline, get medical attention,
alcohol are often related to date
report the attack to the police,
rape. Practice moderacy when
and -talk to other potential
drinking, and remember that
victims so that another rape by
when under the influence o f
the same person does not occur,
drugs and/or
alcohol is no_______________ i______________ _

COVER & THANK YOU LETTERS - $2 each.
Next W eek:W ho
We’ll wing it!
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895-3120or visit the

Lanthom Office

OBJECTIVE

Tosecureahighpayingjobin

EDUCATION

GraduatedfromG.V.S.U. InA
B.S. InBuilhcuLaw

EXPERIENCE

Internshipat Amway

ARA Presents
FELLAS from p. 10 -----------might achieve. His best friends
in the organization are Jimmy
Conway (DeNiro), and Tommy
(Pesci). These tiiree are violent,
mean, and into what they do.
The film gives us a look at the
lower level mafia, instead of the
godfathers. It is often dark and
violent, yet strangely appealing.
You get a sense of why this
sort of life is so attractive to so
many. I see the possibility for at
least four academy award nomi
nations: Liotta, Pesci, Sorvino,
and director Scorcese.
The film is visually fascinat
ing and well-paced, well worth
the time and the money to see. It
is also a perfect example of vio
lence as a tool, not a character.
A fun movie? No. But not a
film likely to be forgotten.
Goodfellas is rated R and is
playing at Studio 28.

jp ood Service New ^
A

n n o u n c in g

Expanded service in the
Commons Cafeteria
• Lepionbade

Dimer
Salad Special

R O A R D PLUS
0 SPECIALS

$2.35 each

in the Galley
and Kleiner

regular price $2.60

• Iced Tea
•S n ack Foods
1:30 pm - 4 :30 pm
M onday - Friday
•Available for Take'Out
•L ocated just inside the
cafeteria near the checker.

At the KLEINER
GALLEY

T

S o f f "'
a cup of coffee

•L ocated inside the cafeteria
n ear th e c h e c k e r
Monday - Friday

Present this Coupon

7:15 am - 10 am

Valid thru 10/13/90

for week of 10/17/90
will be posted in each
operation and will be
mailed to each
Board Plus participant!
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Russian prof lectures on Soviet

(Z a m fru A & < U e»utcvi

Author o f Ultimatum a specialist in Soviet Nuclear War Fiction

W ednesday: Noon, 4 pm: Excellence in Leadership Seminar
Alcohol Liability. Ponside, Kirkhof and 9 pm at Residence Hall
7:15 pm: Calvin M iller, author o f the Singer Trilogy sponsored
by Intervarsity Christian Fellowship; Free Admission, A,B,C
''■
Cabins,
cabins, Kirkhof
Mricnot
9 pm: Mid-Week Bible Study, 224 Commons

By K ristin Penny

Campus Life Writer
On September 25, 1990, M i
chael Kovalchuk lectured on the
increasing popularity o f Soviet
Nuclear War Fiction.
Soviet science fiction was rare
and obscure in past years. A c
cording to Kovalchuk, however,
“In the last six years, science fic
tion has become the most powerfid means for changing minds.”
There is a remarkable differ
ence between past science fic
tion and the recent Soviet fic
tion. In his article, “Soviet Nu
clear-War Fiction: A Bibliogra
phy,” Kovalchuk states, “Soviet
fiction does not treat the theme
o f nuclear war frivolously, as
have so many Western SF nov
els, thrillers, and survivalist ad
venture stories. In all recent So
viet nuclear-war fiction, the au
thors are deadly serious about
the subject and view themselves
as participants in the world-wide

9 pm: UPB Film Series, Steel,Magnolias* 132 LHH

9Pm:
'

. ..

.

m w v r r tr r v

Thursday: 9 pm: N ight Club Senes. MARTY PUTZ,
Friday:
9 am ♦ 5 pm: A it Print Sale, Lobby of Kirkhof

renin
KrinCiiv Kirk"nnl
Biup.rorawe.wrmo,

- ID?

o

ocnes ~ Ka
Arts

I I

9*
pm: Banner - V V'
Tuesday: 11 am- 5 pm:
Voting for Homecoming King and

V

,,
and Queen

_________ _
Banner Judging

Noon: Commons Contests, Commons
<*
Noon & 4 pm: Excellence in Leadership Seminar
fiflrom ucicatifliuat 9 pm in Residence Hall
7:15 pm: Intervarsity Christian Fellowhip, Kleiner B
9 pm: Serenades for Homecoming Candidates, Kirkhof
9 pm: UPB Film Series. The Hunt For Red October. 132 LHH
9 pm: Mid-Week Study Group, 224 Commons

* GRAND RA PID S
i CHICAGO
S TY LE BAR
THURSDAY NIGHT

i
pj>

SPECIALS V

*50c DRAFTS- .

t

*

. <•;»,.! •

$ 1 .0 0 HIGHBALLS

F R E E C O V E R T H U R . N IG H T O ctober 4
•

108 Peart N.W.

A career in accounting?
Ten reasons to choose Ernst & Young.
Great opportunities. Ernst & Young's size and strength mean a
greater opportunity for you to advance.

If you are looking for a
challenging career in
auditing, tax, or management
consulting, Ernst & Young is
the place for you.

Careerflexibility. Opportunities exist for a variety of career
paths, and for you to modify your career direction as you
progress.
The reputation o f our people. Our professionals are recognized
throughout the world for their leadership and achievements.
Supportive environment We devote tremendous resources to
programs that help you develop your abilities.

Meet with us on campus and
discover why Ernst & Young
is the best choice for your
future.
Campus Interview:
Wednesday, October 10th
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Commons Building

Interesting work. We will help you become a knowledgeable
business advisor who understands a broad range of business
issues.
Early responsibility. You get responsibility right from the
beginning.
Opportunity to advance. Those who excel will find that the
opportunities for advancement are unlimited.

movement towards peace in the
world in which nuclear weapons
have been eliminated.”
The issue o f whether the de
piction o f the Nuclear Holocaust
in Soviet fiction is accurate is ir
relevant He states,
“If a holocaust com es, very
likely no one w ill survive to as
sess the accuracy o f our imagin
ings; or if some do survive, they
w ill have more urgent concerns,
than debating literary matters.”
Kovalchuk, a writer, editor,
and critic from M oscow, is cur
rently a visiting professor at

Central Michigan. He has been
lecturing on college campuses
across the country and w ill be
returning to the Soviet Union in
December. He has published
Ultimatum, a book on Soviet nu
clear fiction, under the pseudo
nym Vladimir Gakov. It is not
yet available in the United

S t a t e s . | | ^ $ ': ' •If;
The lecture was co-sponsored
by the Graod V alley State Uni
versity Peace Fund, the English
Department and the Russian
Circle.

[frUti

C o m p u te rs ^

owner Jim Shipaila______________

COLLEGIATE
STARTER KIT
386 SX
40 MEG
VGA COLOR
PANASONIC 1180 PRINTER
SOFTW ARE INCLUI
INCLUDED

oa
M,995&

COMPLETE

MON. & FRI. 10 AM - 8 PM
TUES., WED., THURS. 10 AM - 6 PM
SATURDAY 10 A M -3 PM

193 Chicago Drive, Jenison A C "7 O J L A
(Behind Mr.Fables)
4 0 / “O O z U

"

Larry’s
,Zellow Jacket
Inn
WEEKLY
SPECIALS
All S p e c ia ls Begin @ 5 p.m.
M O N D A Y - THURSDAY
8 oz. N.Y. STRIP

Includes Soup & Salad Bar..

.5 .4 9

M O N D A Y - Taco Bar -

Many of your Mexican Favorites........ 3.49
“ M argaritas only**................ 99
Two Burritos fo r ................... 3.29
TUESDAY All you c a n eat Fish & Chips ........... 3.29
W EDNESDAY -

Build your own burger...................... 1.39
fries....................... 39
Pizza Buffet

Includes Soup & Salad Bar....4.95
Streak & Shrimp................... 4.95
“ Draft Beer**......................... 50
THURSDAY BBQ Ribs & Fried C h icke n Buffet

Includes Soup & Salad Bar................... 5.95
FRIDAY -

It made us famous
Mobility without transfers. Transfers are voluntary at Ernst &
Young.
Superior technological support. You will use the latest tools
and techniques in your work
Competitive salary and comprehensive benefits. Starting
salaries for our professionals are competitive and their earning
potential is outstanding.

E rn st& Y b u n g
An Equal Opportunity Employer

••

THE SEAFO O D BUFFET...................... 11.95
SATURDAY DINNER BUFFET - C a rv e d Beef & H am

plus two other meats, potato &
vegetables & soup & salad bdr
A REAL VALUE at.....................................7,95

M O N - THURSDAY - with a c o lle g e I.D.
I a FREE PITCHER O F BEER with e ve ry pizza!

*10 Minutes West of Campus on M-45

§
5

u

*
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Lakers roll on
Football improves record to 5-0
By Sarah Stinson
Editor in Chief

The Laker football team rolled
their record up to 5-0 with a
sound defeat of Saginaw Valley
State in front of a record setting
crowd at Lubbers Stadium last
Saturday.
Grand Valley picked up a
comfortable 23-7 victory as they
led from the first score, and the
Laker defense played another
outstanding game.
Junior quarterback Jack Hull
scrambled five yards for a GV
touchdown with 9:30 remaining
in the first quarter and Miguel
Sagaro kicked the extra point to
put the Lakers up 7-0.
Saginaw Valley took the ball
on iheir first drive and advanced
to the GV 13 in 14 plays before
the tough GV defense took over.
Saginaw was deprived of
scoring when quarterback Kyle
Kenneu had a pass intercepted
by Laker cornerback Todd
Wood, allowing Grand Valley’s
offense to begin their second
drive just before the end of the
first quarter.
The Lakers increased their
lead nine plays into the second
quarter when Sagaro hit a 27yard field goal to put Grand
Valley up by 10.
The
teams
exchanged

unsuccessful scoring drives
before the half and the Lakers
went into the locker room with
their 10-0 lead.
The
team
exchanged
possessions throughout the third
quarter until disaster struck for
the Lakers on their second drive
of the second half.
GV was forced to punt on a
fourth-and-four from their 38,
but a high snap flew over
Sagaro’s head and left Saginaw
Valley in excellent scoring
positions two yards out.
Saginaw put their first points
on the board on a controversial
second down touchdown. Curt
Albrecht kicked the extra point
to narrow Grand Valley’s lead to
three.
The Lakers took the game
away in the fourth quarter, as
Eric Lynch scored on the first
play and Sagaro kicked the point
after put GV up 17-7.
Saginaw Valley gave the ball
up on downs on the next
possession, and Grand Valley
had another chance to score.
It was not to be however, as
Lorenzo Clark picked off a Jack
Hull pass on the second play,
Hull’s first interception in 39
quarters of play.
Saginaw Valley took over in
Grand Valley territory, but the
Laker defense again held the

PHOTO BY JASON DENNY
Grand Valley's defense stifled Saginaw Valley, holding them to slightly over 200 total yards and only 4 o f
14 third down conversions.
Cardinals on fourth down and
the Laker offense had another
opportunity.
This time the offense was not
to be denied as Hull hit Short in
the end zone from 11 yards out
with 2:35 remaining. Sagaro’s
kick failed, but the Lakers had

W o m e n ’s C ro s s w ins,

sealed their 23-7 win.
O ffensively, Hull led in
rushing with 50 yards. Isaiah
Lipsey had 47 yards on 15
carries and Lynch 11 for 41.
John Sanders rushed for^JT
and also had three catches to
lead the receivers with 55 yards.

Sports Writer

Grand Valley State University
women’s cross country team
found that winning doesn’t al
ways mean success.
The Lady Lakers hosted a dual
against Ferris State University
last Saturday. Although Grand
Valley won the meet Coach
Gary Marlin didn’t feel die meet
was a success.
The race was run on a new
course dial had several last min
ute changes that caused a litde
confusion. Another detrimental
factor of die race was the failure
of the starting pistol. After three
unsuccessful attempts to start the
race with a gun shot the signal
changed to a hand clap.
‘T he team depended too much
on the top 3. That’s not fair to
the team. Everyone needs to
work harder to reach their poten
tial.,” Martin commented.
Martin also stated, “Ferris
came ready to attack.
Our
underclassmen seemed to think
that since this was a dual meet it
was not important. Because of
these two factors Ferris almost
beat us.”
The final score for Saturday’s

dual was 26 to 29. Too
close according to Coach
Martin. Sandra Terrel was
the overall winner with a
time of 18:58.
The top runners were:
Terrel, Kelly Cole (19:31,
3rd), Trena Yonkers (19:41,
4th), Debbie Pruitt (20:37,
8th), Sandy
Oliphant
(21:12, 10th). Nicky Vanderberg wasn’t able to com
pete due to injuries.
Freshman Missy Retnardy feels she is finally
making a comeback. Reinardy staled, “1 set goals
for myself at the beginning
of the year, after \fic first
few meets 1 thought they
were out of reach. Once 1
got into college life I found
it wasn’t easy to adjust. I’m
PHOTO BY JULIE EDINGER
still adjusting , but now 1 Despite the win, Coach Martin is
think my goals are within concerned that the successful team
reach again.
depends loo much on their top three
Reinardy went on to runners.
note, “I am a firm believer
know that’s what got me back on
in mental exercises. When I first
track."
started the season my routine
The Lady Lakers will travel
was so different that 1 had a hard
this
weekend to participate in
time continuing my exercises.
the
Loyola
Invitational, in Chi
For this meet I made the time. I
cago.
visualized myself running every
step of the race over and over. 1

See FOOTBALL p. 15

Volleyball keeps on winning
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer

Jeanine Freese

Mike Short had 4 for 54 and a
TD.
Defensively, the Lakers were
impressive again, with four
players recording over 10 tackles
in the game. Charles Sippial led

Last week, Grand Valley
women’s volleyball team posted
a 2-1 match record to boost their
overall season record to 12-3.
On Tuesday, September 25,
the Lady Lakers traveled to Fer
ris State University where the
nationally ranked Bulldogs
handed Grand Valley a tough 30 game conference loss, 15-5,
15-0, 15-2
The Lakers just didn’t seem
to play the team game that is
characteristically them style. Ev

eryone just seemed to have a
bad match on the same night.
Undaunted by their loss earlier
in the week the Lady Lakers
journeyed to Northwood Insti
tute for a Friday evening match.
The Lakers proceeded to take the
match 3-1 and prove just how
quickly a good team can recover
from a setback.
GVSU claimed game one, 1512, gave away game two, 8-15,
and took games three and four,
16-14, 15-12.
Grand Valley’s setter, Colleen
See VOLLEYBALL p. 16

M en’s C ro s s im proving
By Jeanine Freese
Sports Writer

Grand Valley State University
men’s cross country team is
showing improvement.
The Lakers hosted a dual meet
against Ferris last Saturday. The
course was much more different
than it has been in the past, it
didn’t go into the nature trails or
even cross the street. The new
course made the entire meet
more accessible to the fans.
Perhaps the fans helped to
inspire the Lakers to run as a
squad. The top four runners

finished with only 37 seconds
difference. The top runners for
Grand Valley were: Pete Bodary
(27:37, 4th), Greg Gould (27:43,
5th), Brett Schafer (27:56, 8th),
Roger Bioomer (28:04, 9th) and
Joe Hoedel (12th) Jeff Van
Meter was not able to complete
the race due to an inflammation
of his Achilles tendon.
The individual winner was
Steve Matthews from Ferns
State University finishing the
race in 27:07. The Bulldogs
took the meet by 19 points.
See CROSS p. 14
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Women’s soccer shuts-out Ferris, shut-out by Western
By Scott K elley

Sports Writer
* Last week the women’s soccer
team got the best o f both worlds;
when they shut-out Ferris 4-0
and then were shut-out by West
ern 8-0.
The Lakers earned their first
win o f the season after they shut
out the Bulldogs 4-0 last week.
Grand Valley struck quickly
when Colleen Kavanaugh scored
only five minutes into the game.
After holding Ferris on the de

fensive for the rest o f the half,
Grand Valley scored again when
Laura Call chipped one past the
Bulldog goalie.
The Lady Lakers began the
second half right where they left
off ih the first Grand Valley’s
Lisa Jobin booted one into the
net six minutes into the second
half, putting the Lakers up 3-0.
Grand Valley struck shortly
after that when Laker forward
Julie Bos found the net for the
fourth goal.
The Lakers were not as lucky

the following Satuday when they
played Western Michigan Uni
versity. The Lakers were shut
out 8-0 by Western.
The Broncos came out quickly
scoring all o f their goals in the
first half and being held score
less in the second half.
The girls w ill travel to Olivet
on Saturday.

L'«i

PHOTO BY ERIC HOLLADAY
The Laker’s first victory o f the
season was a 4-0 shut-out over
Ferris State last week.

M en’s soccer loses in overtim e
By Scott K elley
Sports

Editor

Last W eek, the Grand Valley
men’s soccer team suffered their
second straight defeat against
Ferris State University.
The
Lakers fell short 1-0 in overtime.
The Lakers came into lost
weeks game without three key
players:
Bob W aypa, Kyle
Klummen, and Jeff Harm sen
who suffered injuries in their
season opener against Calvin.
The team regrouped and
played two tough 45 minute
scoreless halves, before allowing
a Bulldog goal with five min
utes left in overtime play.
In the first half the Lakers de
fense, lead by stopper Jeff Hayes
and supported by defensemen

Ryan Whaley, Todd Sanders,
and goalie Bret Steiner held the
Bulldogs scoreless, with ten
shots on goal.
The Laker offense attempted
to create their own scoring
was shut down by an
aggressive Bulldog deGrand Valley began the sec
ond half with a change in goal
ies, allowing Matt Simpson to
make his first showing o f the
season.
“Matt did a great job in the
net, he made a lot o f key saves,”
stated coach Cheri Colbeck.
Grand V alley’s offense also
picked up in the second half,
doubling their shots on goal.
But the Lakers were still unable
to put a point on the board. Fer

ris was also unable to score forc
ing both teams to go into a fif
teen minute overtime.
The teams again played thir
teen minutes o f scoreless play,
until a miscue on defense gave
F enis a breakaway shot in what
turned out to be the winning
goal
Grand Valley continually pres
sured the Bulldogs for the next
couple o f minutes, but were un
able to convert a goal.
“I’m really happy with the
guys, they played hard and
w ell,” remarked Colbeck. “This
was the first time we played to
gether as a team.”
This Saturday the Lakers play
Aquinas at 1 p.m. at home and
on the follow ing Tuesday, play
Ferris at home.

f h n iT h c

Crew begins fall season this weekend
By Gregg H artsuff

j Sports Writer
: ________ «.* yY-i s t

1,.

With fall season beginning
this weekend, the GVSU rowing
team is training by using long
endurance rows; in order, to bet
ter capacitate their bodies physi
cally, technically, and mentally.
The fall season always proves
to be exciting, because last
year’s novice rowers join the

varsity team. This then leaves
the opportunity for new varsity
boat combinations.
The fall season is also known
as head season because the com
petitions are mostly head races.
Head races are 2 to 3 mile long
races. Each boat begins at a
common starting point in a
single file line, at timed inter
vals.

course against the clock. It is
the goal o f a crew to pass other
crews during the race and not to
be gained on by other crews.
The crew with the faster course
time wins.
Grand V alley’s 1990-91 var
sity squad is going to be interest
ing to follow .
The team is
blessed with 22 returnees, the

The crews then race the

See CREW p. 15

DOMINO’S PIZZA Q
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” LAKER ATHLETES

OF THE WEEK
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Junior M ary Olszewski receives the Fem ale Laker
Athlete o f the W eek award for her strong net play over
the weekend. M ary only had two hitting errors in
victories over Northwood aand Lake Superior State
University. M ary was also G rand V alley’s nom inated
for the GLIAC Flayer o f the W eek honor.
Coach Boand noted
that in tough situations,
she considers M ary the
glue o f the team, as she
pulls the squad together.
Todd W ood receives
the M ale Laker Athlete
o f the W eek award in
recognition for his excellent defensive perform ance in
the football team ’s win over Saginaw Valley Saturday.
Todd, a ju n io r com erback, had 13 tackles against the
Cardinals, including four solos, a tackle for loss, and a
key pass interception.

V

With Dave Benner

•After two games and nearly
500 yards rushing by Michigan’s
Jon Vaughn, it has been so re
freshing to see a lot of the credit
given to his offensive line.
Normally, they are the unsung
heroes, but their mugs have been
plastered across most every
newspaper in the free world in
the last 10 days. By the way,
does anyone rem em ber the
names Hoard or Boles?
•Four weeks into the season
now, isn’t it quite apparent that
early rankings don’t mean *$!@
and should be scrapped until
mid-way through the year when
somebody plays like it deserves
to be rated highly? This is a
time to give your young players
experience and/or pad your
schedule depending upon which
strategy you prefer.
•Here’s to hoping that 43 year
old Nolan Ryan, baseball’s best
right-handed pitcher of all-time,
strikes out the first hitter in his
last start of the Reason, tips his
cap to the crowd, and walks into
the dugout for the last time.
He’s had a phenomenal career
and I hope he calls it quits while
still on top of his game, rather
than hang on with false hopes
like Stgve Carlton and Kareem
Abdul Jabbar.
•If it was really the number 21
that the Lions were wearing (to
“honor” Terry Taylor I presume)
then those guys had better stand
back and take a hard look at their
priorities.

•Obviously the Dallas Cow
boys’ trade of Steve Walsh to
New Orleans was made because
they felt guilty about fleecing
Minnesota in the Herschell
Walker trade last year.
Yo Jerry and Jimmy...get a
clue! You traded the wrong QB,
you fools. When their respective
careers are over in a decade or
so, Troy Aikman’s stats will pale
in comparison to Walsh’s.
•The injury to Redskin signalcaller Mark Rypicn that appar
ently will sideline him at least
six weeks is going to delay the
rise to stardom of the league’s
most under-rated star.
•What is the big deal about
forward Hot Rod Williams?
Cleveland signed him to that
enormous contract and teams are
still lined up to take him off
their hands.
•Okay, so Atlanta pulled a big
coup and landed the Olympic
games. (Just wait until the fools
try to get around on I-285...ha!)
Congrats!
But I can’t figure why anyone
thinks that all the NBA stars are
going to flock to play for our
basketball squad. Only border
line players who are trying to
improve their stock will.
I guarantee that players under
m ulti-m illion $$$ contracts
won’t risk possible injury even
for Old Glory.
Team owners
paying megabucks in salaries
should have the final say any
how.

— p— *------- ------------ —
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second largest carry over in club
history.
Both m en 's and
women’s squads have interesting
personnel possibilities.
The varsity women are fortu
nate to receive six novices from
last year, to add to the four cur
rent varsity members.
Last year the seven varsity
women could enter only one
boat at the Midwest Champion
ships.
The boat won the
women’s lightweight four event,
bringing home the first MRC
Gold in GVSU rowing history.
Three members of that boat
arc returning (Lisa Cencich,
Kate Devine, and Linda Huey).
The loss of Bonnie Dykstra,
leaves a seat to fill on portside.
Vying for this spot will be
the third and fourth ports of last
year, Erika Hansinger and Richellc Bono. But don’t count out
the upcoming novices, as they
are coming from the strongest
group of novice women in
GVSU’s club history. The var
sity women should also put to
gether an eight, though it has yet
to be determined.

The varsity men are also fortu
nate to be receiving several first
year varsity members from the
strongest group of novice men in
GVSU history.
The heart of the team will
definitely rely on their returnee^
Fourth year members: Ramsey
Reynolds, Dave Box, and Dan
Socie, along with third year
Dave Coenen are the likely can
didates for the men’s four.
An eight will possibly race
for the varsity men also.
The novice boats have still not
been determined. The men’s
novice squad will have two re
turnees from last semester, Tim
Stream, and Brian Walsh.
The fall season will open on
October 7 at the Head of the
Rock, in Rockford, 111. On Octo
ber 13, the Lakers travel to
Elkhart, Indiana for the Head of
the Elk, and then on October 27
race in the Jack Speakmon Invi
tational in Columbus.
Anyone interested in rowing
may still join. For more data
contact Ramsey, Dan, or Box at
895-4294.

Pase

CROSS

Coach
M artin was
happy for the
men because
they really
pulled
together and
ran as a
Martin stated,
“Ferris
strong,
showed some
improvement.
We have our
goals
and
we’re getting
there."
The Lakers
will
show
their
stuff
again
this
Saturday in
Chicago for
the Loyola
Invitational.
PHOTO BY JULIE EDINGER
"Ferris is strong. We showed some improvement. We have our goals and we're getting there."
— Coach Martin

PHOTO BY
BOB COOLEY

HEY EVERYONE!!!

Eric Lynch
was a key
offensive
weapon
Saturday,
rushing for 41
yards and a
touchdown.

W e’re Open Saturdays!
11 a.m. - 4:30 p*m.
H om e Football game Saturdays
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

FOOTBALL
from p. 13
the way with
16,
and
Robert Bell
had
14,
including five solos, two for loss
and two pass breakups.
Bill Smith and Wood had 13
each, with Wood also recording
one for loss and an interception.
Assistant
coach
Brian
VanGorder commented the play
of the linebackers was excellent
as well on Saturday.
Although the win Saturday
was exciting for the Lakers, they
have little time to enjoy it as
they look ahead to this weekend,
when they will face their
toughest test of the season.
Grand Valley will travel to
Marquette to face Northern
Michigan, a perennial Division
11 powerhouse.
A lot will ride on the game,
with assistant coach Bobby
Howard adding, “If we play well
and win this weekend, we should
really be in the driver’s seat lor
the rest of the season

r rvs i r r i i W
AE i ' i i1' r i s TTc i i u ' l i f n
26(H) 7th NW Grand Rapids
comer of Charlotte & 7th

Rev. Douglas Pedersen T
ofc. 453-0693
f
9:30 Sunday School-all ages I
______ 11 am Worship Service

'*

U N I V E R S I T Y
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* THE TRADITION CONTINUES*
~ ~

~

October 8 - Wear GVSU Clothing
October 9 - Banner Hanging
9 pm K.C.
October 10 - Serenades
9 pm K.C.
October 11 - Homecoming Games
6 pm Robinson Field
October 12 - Bonfire Pep Rally
6 pm Robinson Field
October 13 - Parade
11 am Campus Drive
- Football Game
1:30 pm
- Homecoming Dance

9 pm Lincoln Country Club
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Murphy, said that the game they
lost was one that they should
have won. “We handed them
their one win,” she«stated
Saturday; the Lake Superior
State University hosted the Lady
Lakers, much to Lake Superior's
disappointment. OVSU rolled
through the match 15-7, 15-11,
15-13 for their twelfth victory o f
the season.
In upcoming play, Grand Val-

ley will host Northern Michigan
o f Friday, October 5, at 7 pjn.
On Saturday, October 6, the
Lady Lakers w ill have a home
match against Michigan Tech, at
This match w ill be preceded
by an exhibition match, Grand
Valley’s men’s volleyball club
vs. Ferris State University at
11:30 ajn.

— The Challenge
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□

Cincinnati at L.A. Rams
Detroit at Minnesota
Green Bay at Chicago
Kansas City at Indianapolis
New Orleans at Atlanta
N.Y. Jets at Miami
San Diego at Pittsburgh
San Francisco at Houston
Seattle at New England
Tampa Bay at Dallas
L.A. Raiders at Buffalo
College
Georgia at Clemson LSU at Florida
Florida State at Miami
Illinois at Ohio State
Iowa at Michigan State
Texas Christian at Arkansas
Temple at Penn State
Grand Valley at Northern
Tie Breaker
Stanford at Notre Dame
Total Points

□
□
Q
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
a
□

Em

s\ -m m

37-60(62%)

33-flL£55%)

21-60(52%)

Cincinnati at L.A. Rams
Detroit at Minnesota
Green Bay at Chicago
Kansas City at Indianapolis
N ew Orleans at Atlanta
N .Y . Jets at Miami
San D iego at Pittsburgh
San Francisco at Houston
Seattle at New England
Tampa Bay at Dallas
L.A. Raiders at Buffalo
C ollege
Georgia at Clemson
LSU at Florida
Florida State at Miami
Illinois at Ohio State
Iowa at Michigan State
Texas Christian at Arkansas
Temple at Penn State
Grand Valley at Northern

L A Rams
Minnesota
Chicago
Kansas City
Atlanta
Miami
San Diego
San Francisco
Seattle
Tampa Bay
L A Raiders

L.A. Rams
Minnesota
Chicago ,
Kansas City
Atlanta
Miami
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Seattle
Dallas
Buffalo

L.A. Rams
Detroit
Chicago
Kansas City
Atlanta
Miami
San D iego
San Francisco
Seattle
Tampa Bay
L.A. Raiders

L.A. Rams
Minnesota .
Chicago
Kansas City
Atlanta
Miami
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Seattle
Tampa Bay
Buffalo

Clemson
Florida
Florida State
Illinois
M.S.U.
Texas Christian
Penn State
Grand Valley

Clemson
Florida
Miami
Ohio State
M.S.U.
Arkansas
Penn State
Grand Valley

Clemson
LSU
Miami
Ohio State M.S.U.
Arkansas
Penn State
Grand V alley

'

..

E n te r this year’s competition
arid you’ll become a WU1 Street
tycoon, buying and selling stocks
with your own 1500,000 broker
age account. If you’re the best
trader at the end of this national
stock market competition, you’ll
be cashing a check for a very
teal 125,000!

Real Trading
There is no better way to get
hands-on stock market experi
ence. You’re on the phone, call
ing your broker on a toll-free
AT&T 800 Service line to
buy and sell stocks. “Give me
*100,000 worth o f SARA LEE
and another *50,000 worth of
AT&T.” You start with a fictitious
*500,000 brokerage account.
Cash Scholarship Awards
H i...............................$25,000
2 n d .............................
10,000
3 r d ................................ 7,500

.............

looo

5th ....................................... 4,000
6th ....................................... 3,000
7 th '.-.................................... 2,500
8th ....................................... 2,000
9th ....................................... 1,500
10th....................................... 1,000

The Bahamas
• USA
TODAY Ministry of Tburism

Best time to call on Monday

.

November 1,1990 to February 28,1991

Phone

K

...

Collegiate
Investment Challenge”

«h

Address

■■

... '

AKST

□

N a m e ________________________________

Clemson
LSU
'M iam i
Illinois
M.S.U.
Arkansas
Penn State
Grand Valley

Last year we made over 14000 students
W dlStreettycoonsinthe...

□
□
□
□
□
□

1. Fill out the entry blank by picking your choice for the winner of
each game. (Check only one box per game)
2. Pick the winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in
that game.
3. Prim your name, address, phone number and the time you're
available on Monday.
4. Any entrant who outpicks the "Football Foursome” will get his or
her name put in the paper for that particular week. The top challenger
will be spotlighted that week.
,i~.
5. All entries must be dropped off in The Lanlhom office in the
“Football Challenge” box. The Lanthorn will not be responsible for
lost or misplaced entries.
6. A $10 fee will be charged for an appeal on an entry. The fee will
only be returned if the challenger is declared a winner. All entries
become the property of The Lanlhom.
7. All weekly winners qualify for a random drawing for a night out
in Grand Rapids, including tickets to see the Grand Rapids Hoops.
The drawing will be held on or about January 12, 1991. All winners
will be notified.
8. The contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty and staff,
excluding those who work for The Lanlhom.
9. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT 5 P.M.

Joe

Jerry

Dave

Sarah

scholarship award of *25,000.
Imagine cashing that check! Top
winnejs receive weekly national
recognition from USA TODAY.
You can follow the current
standings of the AT&T Colle
giate Investm ent Challenge
every Monday during the
competition in the “MONEY” '
section of USA TODAY.
Win i trip for you and a gutst compliments
o( the Holiday Inn Lucayi Bench Resort In
Freeport, Brand Bahama, Bahamas and the
Bahama* Ministry ol Tourism.

Build your portfolio from over
5,000 stocks listed on the OTC,
New W>rk, and American Stock
Exchanges. Brokers will give you
up-to-the-second quotes and exe
cute your orders. Monthly state
ments will keep you informed
of your fortunes.

Real Prizes
Over *200,000 in total prizes
will be awarded! This includes
cash scholarship awards, trips
to the Bahamas, and hundreds
of monthly prizes from Cham- "
pion USA. More than 1,000 win
ners in all. You can win a cash

<XL

Enter and W in
The Third Annual AT&T
Collegiate Investm ent Chal
lenge begins the morning of
November 1, 1990 and ends on
February 28, 1991. Your trading
can lead to fame, a great Bahamas
tan, and a *25,000 fortune. Call
now to enter or to get your
free brochure.

Registration deadline:
October 27,1990.
Entry fee only

$49.95

Call Today
i t e I 1 8 0 0 5 4 5 - 1 9 9 0 '“ ■33

The AT&T CollegiateInvestment Challenge is produced and managed by Wall Street Games, Inc., 40 Grove Street, Wellesley, MA02181

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?

GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS
IS THE PLACE TO BE! ;
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS STILL AVAILABLE
BOTH MALES AND FEMALES NEED ROOMMATES
GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS

ta Allendale, Michigan

m

FOR MORE INFO

CALL 895-6351

